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In massive multiple-input multiple-out (M-MIMO) systems, the base station estimates
each forward-link channel by using the reverse-link sounding pilot and the channel
reciprocity property of time division duplex (TDD) operation. However, conventional
non-cooperative sounding schemes, like a sounding sequence assignment scheme with
reuse factor-1, cause cell edge users to suffer from pilot contamination in multi-cell scenar-
ios. The pilot contamination problem becomes even worse in an environment where
mobile users are travelling through cell edge areas frequently. To alleviate this problem,
a cooperative sounding resource reuse method that assigns each cell a set of resources
different from other neighboring cells by using a reuse factor-3 scheme, can be considered,
but it significantly lowers the number of served users. In this paper, we propose a partial
sounding resource reuse (PSRR) method which aims to seamlessly support the quality of
service (QoS) of each mobile user by mitigating the pilot contamination and to minimize
the reduction in the number of served users. To this end, the PSRR divides each cell area
into center and edge areas, and applies a reuse factor-1 scheme for center users while a
reuse factor-3 scheme for edge users. We use a Markov chain model to analyze the
performance of the PSRR, and evaluate the accuracy of our analysis through simulations.
Then we confirm that the PSRR considerably improves QoS performance over the
conventional competitive schemes.

� 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

Recently, wireless data traffic has dramatically
increased with the advent of smart phones, so the wireless
capacity enhancement in cellular systems has attracted a
lot of attention from many researchers [1–3]. To this end,
the deployment of small cells and the use of wide
bandwidth have been considered as ways of increasing
the wireless capacity [4–6]. Another approach to increase
wireless system capacity is to use a large-scale antenna
system, also known as massive multiple-input multiple-
output (M-MIMO) system. M-MIMO systems enable many
users with good link quality to be multiplexed in spatial
domain, exploiting the cancellation of inter-user interfer-
ence and noise on desired signals [7–10].

In M-MIMO systems, the base station uses the downlink
channel information toward each terminal to generate a
pre-coding matrix. A quantization-based channel informa-
tion feedback method needs huge amounts of downlink
and uplink resources when applied to M-MIMO systems,
due to the downlink per-antenna pilot signal broadcasting
and the uplink feedback overhead, respectively. Thus,
uplink sounding techniques are expected to be adopted,
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which use the channel reciprocity of time-division duplex
(TDD) systems [11–13].

The performance of an M-MIMO system greatly
depends on how to use limited sounding resources1 and
the accuracy of channel estimation [14,15]. Especially in
multi-cell environments, the performance of a cell edge user
is significantly degraded due to pilot contamination when
each cell exploits the whole sounding resources in a
non-cooperative manner [11,17]. This means that the pilot
contamination severely degrades system performance of
an M-MIMO system in terms of QoS for each cell edge user.

To provide seamless handover and QoS for each cell
edge user, sounding resources need to be reused with
reuse factor-3 in a cooperative manner. It provides high
signal to interference ratio (SIR) for each edge user at the
cost of having a lowered number of served users.2 It has
been shown that non-cooperative methods provide higher
system capacity while cooperative reuse methods achieve
better edge user QoS [11]. Thus, a new sounding technique
needs to be designed by considering the trade-off relation
between the pilot contamination and the reduced number
of served users. In related works, the trade-off relation
between the QoS degradation of users and the total system
capacity.

In this paper, we propose a partial sounding resource
reuse (PSRR) scheme that aims to provide desired QoS to
each mobile user seamlessly as many as possible. To this
end, the PSRR first divides each cell area into center area
and edge area; center area users achieve high SIRs, while
edge area users suffer from the pilot contamination
problem. Then it splits the whole sounding sequences into
two sets for center and edge area users, respectively. The
center area sounding resources are reused with reuse
factor-1, and the edge area ones with reuse factor-3 to
mitigate pilot contamination.

Whenever a mobile terminal initiates a handover (i.e.
center to edge area or edge to edge area), it will be reas-
signed a new sounding resource to achieve appropriate
QoS. We mathematically analyze QoS provisioning perfor-
mance of the PSRR according to the two ratio parameters;
one is the ratio of edge area to the total cell area in size,
and the other is the ratio between the sounding resources
in number for edge area and total cell area. In the analysis,
we simplify the operation of PSRR with the above simple
two parameters that are enough to control the QoS provi-
sioning performance of the PSRR. Through simulations,
we evaluate the accuracy of our analysis, and confirm that
the PSRR improves QoS provisioning performance. We
summarize main contributions of this paper as follows.

� To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
which considers partial sounding resource reuse for
guaranteeing the QoS of mobile users in M-MIMO
systems.
1 This is because the number of spatially multiplexed users is directly
related to the number of sounding users.

2 In this paper, the number of served users indicates the number of
spatially multiplexed users for the same downlink resources, which is
limited by the number of orthogonal sounding sequences.
� We propose a partial sounding resource reuse (PSRR)
method that allocates sounding resources for mobile
users by considering the trade-off relation between
pilot contamination and reduced served users in
number.
� For PSRR operation, we analytically obtain the QoS

provisioning performance of the PSRR by using the
Markov chain model with simple parameters.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss the system model and presents the
proposed PSRR method. In Section 3, we mathematically
analyze the QoS provisioning performance of PSRR,
determine the proper values for the two system parame-
ters and validate the correctness of our analysis. In
Section 4, through simulations, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of PSRR and its performance improvement over
the competitive schemes. Finally, we summarize the
contributions of this paper and conclude our work.

2. Proposed PSRR scheme

In this section, we consider the model for an M-MIMO
system, explain the pilot contamination problem, and pro-
pose the PSRR scheme to maximize the number of users to
be served while supporting each user’s QoS.

2.1. System model

As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider a TDD-based M-MIMO
system where a time slot comprises T symbols. Here T is a
given parameter, determined by the coherence time during
which the channel information does not change. The base
station estimates the downlink channel condition for each
terminal from uplink sounding pilots received for the
preceding sr symbols, and then transmits downlink data
for the next ðT � srÞ symbols according to the estimated
channel condition. Letting Nsmooth be the number of consec-
utive subcarriers in frequency domain which have the
same channel gain (i.e. coherence bandwidth), a block of
Nsmooth � T subcarriers have the same channel condition.
Using the sounding subcarrier block which is denoted by
a bold rectangular in Fig. 1, the M-MIMO system generates
Fig. 1. TDD-based M-MIMO system.



Fig. 2. Pilot contamination problem in a non-cooperative M-MIMO system.
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Nsmooth � sr orthogonal sounding resources.3 Thus, in a TDD-
based M-MIMO system, each cell can support Nsmooth � sr

users at a maximum for the given downlink resources.

2.2. Effect of pilot contamination in a non-cooperative
M-MIMO system

If error free channel information is available, the
M-MIMO system can serve multiple users using the same
downlink resources without creating inter cell interference
[18,19]. However, in reality, a conventional non-coopera-
tive M-MIMO system cannot provide accurate channel
information due to the pilot contamination. For example,
let’s consider a case of three neighboring cells, each of
which serves its own user k with the same sounding
sequence k as depicted in Fig. 2. In this case, the base
station of cell l or cell h receives not only the desired
sounding pilot signal but also the sounding interference
from user k in cell j (i.e. pilot contamination), which results
in a polluted pre-coding matrix. As a result, the base
stations of cells l and h generate inaccurate beamforming,
and the downlink data transmission of cell j suffers from
the increased interference from those of cells l and h.

In this paper, we adopt the SIR model in [11] where an
infinite number of antennas are assumed. Defining blkj as
the static channel gain between base station l and user k
(with sounding sequence k) in cell j, we have the downlink
SIR of user k in cell j as

SIRDkj ¼
b2

jkjP
j–lb

2
lkj

where blkj ¼
zlkj

rc
lkj

; ð1Þ

where rlkj is the distance between base station l and user k
in cell j; c is the path loss exponent, and zlkj is a log-normal
random variable [11]. It can be seen that SIRDkj decreases
with the interference signal due to the pilot contamination
3 There are two methods for sounding resource generation [16]. In a
cyclic shift separation (CSS) system, (Nsmooth � T) sounding sequences, each
of which has the length of (Nsmooth � T), are generated. In a decimation
separation (DS) system, each of (Nsmooth � T) subcarriers is a sounding
resource. Although we consider a CSS system in the following sections, the
proposed PSRR can also be applied to a DS system.
(i.e. blkj where l – j). Thus, a mobile terminal has difficulty
in receiving seamless QoS support due to the pilot contam-
ination when it approaches its cell boundary.

To alleviate the pilot contamination problem, sounding
sequence assignment with reuse factor-3 that assigns each
neighboring cell a different set of sounding sequences can
be considered. However, it has the drawback of reduction
in number of served users, resulting in critical system
capacity degradation. This motivates us to propose the
PSRR that aims to provide appropriate QoS for mobile users
while minimizing the system capacity degradation.

2.3. Proposed scheme

The PSRR aims to mitigate the pilot contamination
problem and support as many users as possible by apply-
ing a different sounding sequence assignment method for
each user according to its location. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the proposed PSRR divides each cell area into center area
and edge area. Let’s denote the ratio of edge area to cell
area in size as F. Then

F ¼ AreaE

AreaCell
where AreaCell ¼ AreaC þ AreaE; ð2Þ

and AreaC is the center area and AreaE is the edge area. F is
directly related to the number of users, each of which
needs a dedicated sounding sequence (i.e. not used by
neighboring cells).

Let’s denote the set of total orthogonal sounding
sequences as S. The PSRR divides S into subsets SC and SE.
Then, it assigns SC to center area users with reuse
factor-1, and SE to edge area users with reuse factor-3. Con-
sidering the hexagonal cell configuration in Fig. 3, the PSRR
divides SE into three equal sized subsets SEi for i ¼ 1;2;3,
and assigns each neighboring cell a different SEi. Defining
the ratio of the number of sounding sequences for edge
area users to the total number of sequences as H, we have

H ¼ jSEj
jSj ; ð3Þ

where jSj is the cardinality of set S. The performance of
PSRR mainly depends on the interaction between F and



Fig. 3. PSRR overview.

4 In LTE systems, an Evolved Serving Mobile Location Center (E-SMLC)
can estimate each user’s position by using Observed Time Difference Of
Arrival (OTDOA) positioning scheme [21]. OTDOA uses the time difference
(observed by the user) between the reference signals of neighboring cells
and the serving cell. By using the estimated position of each user, a base
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H. A large number of cell edge users may suffer from pilot
contamination when H is too small compared to F. On the
contrary, the number of served users may be significantly
lowered when H is too large compared to F. In the next
section, we mathematically show the effect of these
parameters on the QoS provisioning performance of PSRR.

3. Mathematical analysis for PSRR operation

For QoS provisioning, the PSRR aims to provide the
minimum required SIR, denoted as SIRth, for each mobile
user located in edge area, while reusing sounding
sequences as much as possible for center area users. We
first analyze the relationship between F and SIRth to show
SIR provisioning performance of the PSRR. Let Psf represent
the probability of sounding sequence assignment failure as
a performance metric for the PSRR. Then, we analyze the
relationship between H and Psf . Finally, we determine the
proper values of two system parameters F and H according
to the mathematical analysis, and confirm the accuracy of
our model through simulations.

3.1. Relation between F and SIRth

Let’s denote the distance between a user and the base
station as d. For ease of analysis, we consider a multi-cell
environment where all cells are uniformly deployed, a
sufficiently large number of mobiles are served, and all
base stations transmit downlink signals with an equal
power. Then, the downlink SIR can be approximated as a
function of d, denoted as SIRDðdÞ [20].

The dark dotted line in Fig. 4(a) shows the expected
downlink SIR according to d for the sounding assignment
scheme with reuse factor-1. It can be seen that the
expected SIR exponentially decreases with d due to the
pilot contamination, resulting in failure of SIRth guarantee
when a mobile user approaches the cell boundary. To meet
the SIRth requirement of each cell edge user, the PSRR
divides each cell area into center and edge areas according
to whether the assignment scheme with reuse factor-1 can
meet the condition of SIRth for a mobile user or not. The
center area has a circular shape as shown in Fig. 4(b) since
SIR is given as a function of d. Then the PSRR determines
the center area radius, r, and accordingly F is given as
follows.

r ¼max djSIRDðdÞP SIRthf g; ð4Þ
F ¼ 1� pr2

AreaCell
: ð5Þ

It can be easily seen that r decreases as SIRth increases,
and F increases as r decreases. Therefore, the increase of
SIRth results in the increase of F.4

3.2. Relation between H and Psf

A service failure happens when there is no available
sounding sequence for a mobile user. In the PSRR system,
we consider two types of service failure for a mobile
terminal depending on whether it is newly joining or in
the middle of handover. We define service blocking and
handover (HO) blocking as sequence assignment failures
for a new service user and a handover user, respectively.
Therefore Psf represents the probability that a mobile
terminal experiences service failure due to service blocking
or handover blocking. In this subsection, we mathemati-
cally analyze the relation between H and Psf , and calculate
Psf by using a Markov chain model.

3.2.1. Mobility model and queuing of handover requests
Let’s assume that cells are hexagonal and regular. We

denote the radii of circumscribed circle, inscribed circle,
and center circle for each hexagonal cell as R0; R and r,
respectively. The mobility model in the PSRR system uses
the following assumptions.

(a) Each user moves at a constant velocity of V[km/h].
(b) Each user moves across a cell along its maximum

diameter.

When a user crosses multiple cell areas with the above
mobility assumptions, it is assigned a new sounding
sequence at each area to achieve seamless QoS provision-
ing. We define this new sounding sequence assignment
as a handover procedure and consider applying a handover
prioritization strategy according to the queuing for
handover.

In Fig. 5, when a mobile terminal crosses multiple cells,
it experiences three types of handover that are denoted by
HOEE; HOEC , and HOCE (i.e. handover between edge to edge,
edge to center, and center to edge). During each handover
process, it transmits a handover request to the base station
to trigger the handover. Then the PSRR reassigns it an
available sounding sequence in the associated area. How-
ever, if all the sequences in that area are already in use,
the handover request gets queued until a sounding
sequence is available. If the terminal fails to get a new
sounding sequence until it gets out of the handover area,
a handover blocking occurs.

By defining a maximum handover queuing time as the
time duration for which the user starts handover and gets
out of the handover area, we can set the maximum
station can trigger the HO procedures.



Fig. 4. Determination of F according to SIRth .
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handover queuing time tmax
w to a fixed value according to

the considered mobility model. For the HOEE case in
Fig. 5, we have

tmax
w ¼

R0ð1�
ffiffi
3
p

2 Þ
V

’ 0:134R0

V
: ð6Þ

Note that tmax
w has a different value according to the

mobility model and handover case. For simple analysis,
we use the same tmax

w for HOEC and HOCE cases.

3.2.2. Memoryless property of handover arrivals
To design a markov chain model for the sounding

resource assignment problem, we need to know the
handover arrival rate at each area. For doing this, we first
calculate the probability that an ongoing user in service
is continuously active until handover happens.

Let tdC and tdE represent the intervals elapsed from the
arrival instant of a new user at center area and edge area,
respectively, to the instant of its entering the handover
area. According to the mobility assumptions, tdC and tdE

are random variables uniformly distributed in ½0;2r=V �
and ½0; ðR� rÞ=V �, respectively.

A random service duration ts is exponentially
distributed with mean Tm, and an ongoing served user in
the center area (or edge area) generates a handover request
whenever ts > tdC (or tdE). When the handover probabilities
Fig. 5. Mobility model and queuing of handover requests.
at center area and edge area are denoted by PhC and PhE,
respectively, they are given by

PhCðaÞ ¼ Pr ts > tdCf g ¼ 1� e�a

a
where a ¼ 2r

VTm
; ð7aÞ

PhEðbÞ ¼ Pr ts > tdEf g ¼ 1� e�b

b
where b ¼ R� r

VTm
: ð7bÞ

An ongoing served user who has already experienced a
successful handover travels a deterministic distance of
equal to 2r and R� r in center area and edge area, respec-
tively, before starting a new handover process. Let’s denote
the deterministic inter arrival times for handover at center
area and edge area after the initial arrival as t0dC and t0dE,
respectively. Then they are given as 2r=V and ðR� rÞ=V ,
respectively.

The residual service time of an ongoing served user
after a successful handover is also exponentially distrib-
uted with mean Tm due to the memoryless property. Let
P0hC and P0hE represent the probabilities that a user having
experienced a handover begins another handover in center
area and edge area, respectively. Then we obtain

P0hCðaÞ ¼ Pr ts > t0dC

� �
¼ e�a where a ¼ 2r

VTm
; ð8aÞ

P0hEðbÞ ¼ Pr ts > t0dE

� �
¼ e�b where b ¼ R� r

VTm
: ð8bÞ

The analysis above confirms that the sounding resource
assignment problem can be modeled by a Markov chain.

3.2.3. Markov model for sounding sequence assignment
Fig. 6 depicts the two Markov chain models for center

and edge areas, respectively. For simple analysis, we
assume the following [22].

(a) The numbers of permanently allocated sounding
sequences are jSC j for center area users and jSEij for
edge area users.

(b) New arrivals and handover arrivals are independent
Poisson processes with mean rates k and kh,
respectively.



Fig. 6. Markov chain models for sounding sequence assignment in PSRR.
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(c) The sequence holding times are approximated as
exponentially distributed random variables with
means 1

lC
and 1

lE
for center area and edge area,

respectively.
(d) The maximum handover queuing time5 tmax

w is
assumed as the mean of an exponentially distributed
random variable.

(e) The queue size is infinite.

Using the above assumptions, we model the sounding
resource assignment problem for the PSRR as an M/M/jSAj
queuing system for area A which is C or E depending on
the considered area. To obtain the service blocking proba-
bility and the handover blocking probability in each area,
we calculate the steady state probabilities first. For a given
number of available sounding sequences for area A; jSAj,
we can obtain the average new arrival rate kA, the average
handover arrival rate khA, and the average sounding
sequence holding time 1=lA, when F and H are given.

Simply we have

jSC j ¼ ð1� HÞjSj; ð9aÞ

jSEij ¼
jSEj
3
¼ HjSj

3
for i ¼ 1;2;3: ð9bÞ

When the average new service arrival rate at each cell is
given as k, we obtain the average new service arrival rates
kC and kE for center area and edge area, respectively, as
follows.

kC ¼ ð1� FÞk; ð10aÞ
5 This value is approximated as a constant in Eq. (6) according to the
mobility model and handover case.
kE ¼ Fk: ð10bÞ

Then we obtain the average handover arrival rates khC

and khE for center area and edge area, respectively, as
follows.

khC ¼ khCð1� PhbCÞP0hC þ kCð1� PsbCÞPhC ; ð11aÞ

khEE þ khCE ¼ khEEð1� PhbEÞP0hE þ khCEð1� PhbEÞP0hE

þ kEð1� PsbEÞPhE; ð11bÞ

khE ¼ khEð1� PhbEÞP0hE þ kEð1� PsbEÞPhE; ð11cÞ

where PhbC and PhbE denote handover blocking probabilities
for center area and edge area, respectively, and
PhC ; PhE; P0hC ; P0hE are handover probabilities derived from
(7) and (8).

To help understanding, Fig. 7 depicts the statistical
equilibrium state in the PSRR system. For the center area,
the average handover arrival rate is khC , and the average
handover departure rate is khCð1� PhbCÞP0hC þ kCð1� PsbCÞ
PhC , as shown in Eq. (11a). On the other hand, for the edge
area, we should consider the handover arrival rate from the
center area khCE and that from the neighboring cells, khEE.
Then the average of total handover arrival rate at the edge
area, khE, becomes the sum of khCE and khEE.

Then we can calculate the handover arrival rates khC and
khE, when the service blocking probabilities, PsbC and PsbE,
and the handover blocking probabilities, PhbC and PhbE are
given. To obtain PhbC ; PhbE; PsbC and PsbE from the Markov
chain model, we need the handover arrival rates khC and
khE again. To compute these, we use a recursive approach.
Let’s denote the sounding sequence holding times for a
new service user in center area and edge area as tHC and
tHE, respectively. Then they can be expressed, respectively,
as



Fig. 7. Statistical equilibrium between mobile terminals’ arrivals and departures at each area.
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tHC ¼ min½ts; tdC �; ð12aÞ

tHE ¼min½ts; tdE�: ð12bÞ

Denoting the sounding sequence holing time of an
ongoing served user in center area (or edge area) which
has already experienced a first handover by t0HC (or t0HE),
we have

t0HC ¼ min½ts; t0dC �; ð13aÞ

t0HE ¼min½ts; t0dE�: ð13bÞ

Let’s denote the average sounding sequence holding
times for each area as 1=lC and 1=lE. Then they are given,
respectively, as

1
lC
¼ kC

kC þ khC
E½tHC � þ

khC

kC þ khC
E½t0HC �

¼ kC

kC þ khC
Tmð1� PhCÞ þ

khC

kC þ khC
Tmð1� P0hCÞ; ð14aÞ

1
lE
¼ kE

kE þ khE
E½tHE� þ

khE

kE þ khE
E½t0HE�

¼ kE

kE þ khE
Tmð1� PhEÞ þ

khE

kE þ khE
Tmð1� P0hEÞ: ð14bÞ

As depicted in Fig. 6, we define the system state as the
number of users who need sounding sequences in each
area. This equals the sum of the number of users in service
and the number of queued handover requests. If the cur-
rent state is lower than the number of available sounding
sequences in area Að¼ C or EiÞ, denoted by jSAj, the PSRR
system can accept all the users and the total arrival rate
equals kA þ khA. If the current state is higher than jSAj, the
total arrival rate becomes khA because we the PSRR blocks
newly joining users to give handover users higher priority.

When the queuing system state is (jSAj þ j) for
j ¼ 1;2; . . ., we need to consider the case in which a hand-
over blocking occurs because the queuing delay exceeds
the maximum handover queuing time. Thus we represent
the death rate due to the handover blocking as jlw which
equals j=tmax

w . Therefore, the steady state probabilities in
area A can be expressed as

PnA ¼

ðkAþkhAÞn
n!ln

A
P0A; 1 6 n 6 jSAj;

ðkAþkhAÞjSA jkhAðn�jSA jÞ

jSA j!l
jSA j
A

Qn�jSA j
j¼1

ðjSA jþjlwÞ
P0A jSAj þ 1 6 n;

8><
>: ð15Þ
where the system idle probability is given as

P0A ¼
XjSA j

n¼1

ðkAþkhAÞn

n!ln
A

� �
þ

X1
n¼jSA jþ1

ðkAþkhAÞjSA jkhAðn�jSA jÞ

jSAj!ljSA j
A

Qn�jSA j
j¼1 ðjSAjþ jlwÞ

 !( )�1

:

ð16Þ

As a service blocking occurs if there is no available
sounding sequence, the service blocking probability in area
A can be expressed as

PsbA ¼
X1

n¼jSA j
PnA: ð17Þ

In the case of handover request queuing, a handover
blocking occurs if the queuing time exceeds tmax

w . Then we
obtain the conditional handover blocking probability at
state n as

PhbAjn ¼ 1�
Yn�jSA j

j¼0

1� lw

ðjSAjlA þ lwÞ2
j

" #
: ð18Þ

Then the handover blocking probability in area A is
given by

PhbA ¼
X1

n¼jSA j
PhbAjnPnA: ð19Þ

3.2.4. Calculation of Psf

We compute the service failure probability Psf , using
the above results. Let’s denote the forced service termina-
tion probabilities due to the handover blocking by PdropC

and PdropE
, respectively, according to the user’s service

originating location. Then we can express Psf as

Psf ¼ ð1� FÞ PsbC þ ð1� PsbCÞPdropC
� �

þ F PsbE þ ð1� PsbEÞPdropE

� �
: ð20Þ

Here the first term indicates the forced service termination
probability due to the service blocking or handover
blocking for a center area user and the second term repre-
sents the same for an edge area user.

Before computing PdropC
and PdropE

, let’s denote the
probabilities that a service attempt is served and it has i
(¼ 1;2;3; . . .) successful handovers originating from center
area and edge area as HiC and HiE, respectively. Then we
obtain
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HiC ¼
PhCðP0hCP02hEÞ

bði�1Þ=3c
for i%3 ¼ 1

PhCP0hEðP
0
hCP02hEÞ

bði�1Þ=3c
for i%3 ¼ 2

PhCP02hEðP
0
hCP02hEÞ

bði�1Þ=3c
for i%3 ¼ 0;

8>>><
>>>:

ð21aÞ
Fig. 8. Example of handover operation for a user originating from the
center area.
HiE ¼
PhEðP0hCP02hEÞ

bði�1Þ=3c
for i%3 ¼ 1

PhEP0hEðP
0
hCP02hEÞ

bði�1Þ=3c
for i%3 ¼ 2

PhEP0hEP0hCðP
0
hCP02hEÞ

bði�1Þ=3c
for i%3 ¼ 0;

8>>><
>>>:

ð21bÞ

where % represents a modulo operation, and bxc chooses a
largest integer that is smaller than or equal to x. As shown
in Fig. 8, a user starting to receive a service from a center
area moves according to the considered mobility model
and experiences multiple handovers. The probability that
the user experiences the first handover is given as PhC

(see Eq. (7a)), and the probability that the user experiences
the second handover is given as PhCP0hE by applying the
memoryless property of the service time. Then we can
compute the i-th handover probability of a user originating
from the center area through the same procedures.

Let’s denote the probabilities that a user in service is
dropped at the i-th handover (i ¼ 1;2;3; . . .) and it has
started from center area and edge area as BiC and BiE,
respectively. Then we obtain

BiC ¼

PhbE ð1� PhbEÞ2ð1� PhbCÞ
n obði�1Þ=3c

for i%3 ¼ 1;

ð1� PhbEÞPhbE ð1� PhbEÞ2ð1� PhbCÞ
n obði�1Þ=3c

for i%3 ¼ 2;

ð1� PhbEÞ2PhbC ð1� PhbEÞ2ð1� PhbCÞ
n obði�1Þ=3c

for i%3 ¼ 0;

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð22aÞ
BiE ¼

PhbE ð1�PhbEÞ2ð1�PhbCÞ
n obði�1Þ=3c

for i%3¼1;

ð1�PhbEÞPhbC ð1�PhbEÞ2ð1�PhbCÞ
n obði�1Þ=3c

for i%3¼2;

ð1�PhbEÞð1�PhbCÞPhbE ð1�PhbEÞ2ð1�PhbCÞ
n obði�1Þ=3c

for i%3¼0:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð22bÞ

From (21) and (22), we have

PdropC ¼
X1
i¼1

HiCBiC ; ð23aÞ
PdropE ¼
X1
i¼1

HiEBiE: ð23bÞ

Finally, we obtain the service failure probability from
(20).
Fig. 9. Average SIR vs. distance between the base station and a user.
3.3. Verification of analysis and values of F and H for QoS
provisioning

In this section, we show the correctness of our
mathematical model with simulation results and how
values of F and H can be determined by the above analysis.
The simulation results of this section are driven from a
simulation scenario in Section 4.1.
3.3.1. Relation between F and SIRth

Fig. 9 shows the average downlink SIR according to the
distance between the base station and a user, when the
sounding assignment scheme with reuse factor-1 (i.e.
non-cooperative scheme) and our proposed PSRR with
F = 0.3 and 0.6 are considered. Here we omit the results
for the case of distance below 150 m because all the three
schemes show the same SIR performance. In the non-
cooperative scheme, the downlink SIR dramatically
decreases with the distance due to the pilot contamination.
On the contrary, it can be seen that the PSRR tries to pro-
vide the downlink SIR greater than SIRth to each edge user.

The PSRR is not able to solve this problem completely
since it only mitigates the pilot contamination problem.
For example, for a required SIRth of 21.8 dB, the PSRR oper-
ates with F ¼ 0:6 to guarantee the SIR value larger than
21.8 dB. Nevertheless, the PSRR with F ¼ 0:6 provides the
SIR of 17.6 dB (i.e. lower than 21.8 dB) at distance 300 m,
which corresponds to the cell boundary. In worst case,
the PSRR may not be able to meet SIRth for cell boundary
users eventually due to the path loss. Note that overcom-
ing the path loss problem is beyond the scope of this paper.

In PSRR systems, we can calculate the expected SIR as a
function of the distance between a user and a base station,
when all base stations are uniformly deployed and
transmit with an equal power [20]. Therefore, the proper
value for F can be determined by a given SIRth value. Table 1
presents the required center area radius r and ratio F



Table 1
SIRth vs. required edge area ratio.

SIRth (dB) rðmÞ F

3.5 262 0.08
7 241 0.22
10.5 223 0.33
14 206 0.43
17.5 190 0.52
21 175 0.59
24.5 160 0.66
28 147 0.71
31.5 134 0.76
35 122 0.8
38.5 110 0.84
42 100 0.87
45.5 90 0.89

Fig. 11. Cell configuration for simulations.
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according to different SIRth values. The required values of r
and F to meet the SIRth condition are determined by Eqs. (4)
and (5) in Section 3.1. It can be seen that F increases with
SIRth. Again the PSRR eventually has difficulty in guarantee-
ing SIRth when SIRth is larger than 17.56 dB due to the path
loss problem. Since the limitation comes from radio signal
attenuation, the cell size and transmit power need to be
determined according to the given SIRth. If all the users
achieve SIRs greater than SIRth even at the cell boundary
and obtain error free channel information, we can say,
the PSRR guarantees SIRth successfully.

3.3.2. Relation between H and Psf

Fig. 10 shows Psf according to H for F ¼ 0:2 and 0.4, and
compares the results of analysis and simulation. In
simulations, we consider two types of mobility model;
One is the random waypoint model in which a user
chooses its destination randomly and the other is the
Manhattan mobility model where a user moves along the
road indicated by a dotted line in Fig. 11 [24,25]. It can
be observed that the analysis results have slightly lower
Psf than the simulation results, but they show about the
same tendency. It can be inferred that the gap between
analysis and simulation results comes from the mobility
assumption since users change their moving directions
and experience handover more frequently in simulations
with two mobility models than in the analysis model.
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Fig. 10. Psf vs. H.
Furthermore, we can see that the results with the Manhat-
tan model show higher Psf than those with the random
waypoint model because users in the Manhattan model
change moving direction more frequently than users in
the random waypoint model.

In Table 2, we show optimum values of H which
minimize Psf according to F, obtained from analysis and
simulations with two mobility models. The optimum H is
obtained by minimizing Psf , where the PSRR supports a
maximum number of users. Minimizing Psf directly
indicates maximizing the number of supported users
because more users can be supported without experienc-
ing service and handover blockings with lower Psf . The
optimum values of H obtained from analysis and simula-
tion are very close, although there exists some gap
between them in terms of Psf . This leads us to focus on
the minimum Psf instead of the absolute value of Psf , when
we choose an optimum H. Furthermore, Table 2 shows that
the required resource ratio H increases with F.

4. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PSRR
through simulations and show its performance improve-
ment over the competitive schemes.
Table 2
Optimum H vs. F.

F H
(analysis)

H (simulation – random
waypoint)

H (simulation –
manhattan)

0.1 0.3393 0.3214 0.3214
0.2 0.4464 0.4286 0.4286
0.3 0.5357 0.5357 0.5357
0.4 0.6071 0.6071 0.5714
0.5 0.6785 0.6785 0.6428
0.6 0.7321 0.75 0.75
0.7 0.8035 0.7857 0.7857
0.8 0.8571 0.8571 0.8571
0.9 0.9286 0.9286 0.9286
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Fig. 12. Number of QoS users vs. SIRth.
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4.1. Scenario for simulations

We consider a TDD M-MIMO system based on the LTE
standard where the system bandwidth is 20 MHz, sr ¼ 12
symbol time, and Nsmooth ¼ 14 symbol bandwidth [11].
We consider the user mobility of up to 100 km/h (i.e.
coherence time of 1.6 ms), which provides large T enough
to support 12 sounding symbols (e.g., T 6 24 symbol time
when the symbol time is 66.7 ls as in LTE systems) [23].
Assume that the path loss exponent is 3.8 and the standard
deviation of shadow-fading is 8 dB [11].

As depicted in Fig. 11, we assume that each cell has the
radius of 300 m and evaluate the performance considering
the dotted square area of 19 cells. Also assume that the
number of service requests from users in each cell follows
a Poisson process with the average of 6 req/s, and the ser-
vice time is exponentially distributed with mean 15 s. For
user mobility, we use the Manhattan mobility model
instead of the random waypoint model because the Man-
hattan mobility model is more appropriate for a real high
mobility scenario than the waypoint model.

4.2. Performance of the PSRR

Now we evaluate the QoS provisioning performance for
mobile users in terms of the number of QoS users, system
capacity, and Jain’s fairness. The sounding sequence
assignment schemes with reuse-1, reuse-3 and AREA6 are
considered for performance comparison.

4.2.1. Number of QoS users
For evaluation, we define a QoS user as a user who has

achieved an SIR value greater than SIRth for 95% or more of
its service duration. Fig. 12 shows the numbers of QoS
users in the system with respect to SIRth for the reuse
factor-1 scheme, the reuse factor-3 scheme, the AREA
scheme, and our proposed PSRR scheme. We consider the
6 In the AREA scheme, the number of sounding sequences assigned to
each area is proportional to its size. For example, when the ratio of center
area to edge area is 2:1, the ratio of the numbers of sounding sequences in
each area also becomes 2:1.
user velocities of 60 km/h and 100 km/h. In both cases,
the proposed PSRR system outperforms the three com-
pared schemes, and the performance gap increases with
the increase of SIRth in the practical range of lower than
17.6 dB.

On the other hand, the performance gap starts to
decrease when SIRth is higher than 17.6 dB because the
PSRR cannot guarantee the SIR in that range. As the SIRth

range of higher than 17.6 dB is not practical, we can say
that the PSRR outperforms the other three schemes, which
is shown on the left side of the dotted line in Fig. 12. The
PSRR shows the performance gain of up to 43.3%, 30.8%,
and 10.9% compared to the reuse factor-1, reuse factor-3,
and AREA schemes, respectively. Fig. 12(b) plots the
number of QoS users in each scheme for a velocity of
100 km/h. The PSRR shows the performance gain of up to
65.4%, 27.1%, and 8.4% compared to the reuse factor-1,
reuse factor-3, and AREA schemes, respectively.

By comparing the results for the user velocities of
60 km/h and 100 km/h, we observe that the performance
gap between the PSRR and the reuse factor-1 scheme
increases from 43.4% to 65.4%. This result reveals the
strength of the PSRR in fast moving environments. On the
contrary, the performance gap between the PSRR and
the reuse factor-3 schemes decreases from 30.8% to
27.1%, because the PSRR scheme increases the proportion
of sounding sequences for edge area and gradually
operates like the reuse factor-3 scheme with the mobility
speed of each user. Although, the performance gap is also
reduced in the AREA scheme for the same reason, we can
see that the PSRR still outperforms both the reuse factor-
3 and AREA schemes.

4.2.2. System capacity
Fig. 13 illustrates the average system capacity, which is

the sum of served users’ capacity, for each scheme accord-
ing to the SIRth when the user velocity is 60 km/h. In the
reuse factor-1 and reuse factor-3 schemes, the system
capacity remains the same regardless of the SIRth because
they do not change their operations according to SIRth.
The PSRR performs like the reuse factor-1 scheme for low
SIRth and gradually like the reuse factor-3 scheme with
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the increase of SIRth. The AREA scheme shows the same
tendency with the PSRR scheme, because it increases the
proportion of sounding sequences for edge area users, as
its area size increases with SIRth.

In Fig. 13, it is also shown that the system capacity of
the PSRR gradually decreases with the increase of SIRth.
For the practical range of SIRth, the PSRR scheme shows
the system capacity close to that of the reuse factor-1
scheme and the maximum performance gain of 37% and
13.3% over the reuse factor-3 and AREA schemes, respec-
tively. Considering the results in Figs. 12 and 13, we can
confirm that the PSRR accommodates a largest number of
QoS users, while minimizing the degradation in system
capacity, owing to the partial reuse of sounding resources.
4.2.3. Jain’s fairness
Fig. 14 plots Jain’s fairness index for each scheme

according to SIRth [26]. The fairness performance of the
PSRR gradually approaches that of the reuse factor-3
scheme as SIRth approaches 17.6 dB, and the PSRR always
performs better than the reuse factor-1 scheme, and simi-
larly to the reuse factor-3 scheme.

Interestingly, the fairness index of the PSRR and
AREA schemes are slightly higher than that of the reuse
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factor-3 scheme for the SIRth range of greater than 28 dB.
This is because the partial reuse of sounding sequences
leads to improved performance for edge area users and
mitigates the throughput gap between center area users
and edge area users.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the partial sounding
resource reuse (PSRR) method to provide seamless QoS
provisioning for mobile users in M-MIMO systems. The
QoS provisioning is considered in the two aspects for each
user; achievable SIR and seamless sounding sequence
assignment. We mathematically analyze the QoS provi-
sioning performance of the PSRR according to the system
design parameters that are the ratio of edge area to cell
area, and the ratio of the number of sequences for edge
area users to the total number of sequences. Then, the
effectiveness of our analysis model on performance is eval-
uated through simulations. The results confirm that the
PSRR system performs best among the competitive
schemes in terms of the number of QoS users and fairness,
while minimizing the degradation in system capacity.
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